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Our goal is to make a
viable gold discovery
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Opportunity
Large Prospective Land Package
• Five project areas encompassing 2,973 claims covering 743
square km
• Claims staked by Shawn Ryan based on geological, geochemical
and structural analysis. One project area optioned from local
prospector
• Projects strategically located adjacent to gold producers,
discoveries and showings

Fast Track to Drilling
•

Commit to RAB, RC or Core drilling in 2023

Premiere Mining Jurisdiction

Highly Experienced Team
with Track Record of Success
• Adrian Fleming - Geologist credited with several highprofile gold discoveries in PNG, Suriname, WA ,
Nunavut & White Gold in the Yukon
Paul Robinson, PhD, Geologist and specialist in data
driven exploration methods will lead the team in NL.
Steve Windle, PhD ,Highly experienced geologist and
geochemist
• Strategic Partners - Power One Capital; GroundTruth
Exploration

Systematic Exploration Strategy

• Newfoundland, Canada is an emerging gold district

• Ulitisation of latest technology, surveys & other
geological software tools

• Limited historical hard-rock gold exploration

• Most projects are greenfields targets

• Ranked by the Fraser Institute as a top 10 mining
jurisidction in the world
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Key Personnel
Adrian Fleming
CEO & Director

David D’Onofrio
Chairman And Director

John Wenger
Director

Jerry Wang
CFO & Director

Paul Robinson
VP Exploration

Shawn Ryan
Technical Advisor

Ross Sherlock
Technical Advisor

Steve Windle
Chief Geologist

Paul Pint
Director
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Corporate
$4.9
M
Nov 1, 22h
61,903,115
Shares
Outstanding

1,287,181
Warrants
Outstanding

$4.75M
Dec 31 projection

52.7%
Insiders & Strategic
investors ownership
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ESG
Environment
Our goal is to avoid or minimize the
environmental effects of our exploration
activity. By being constantly aware of our
operating footprint, striving to achieve current
best practice and complying with Government
guidelines and regulations we work to
mitigate the impacts of our operations on the
natural environment of Newfoundland.

Social
Gold Island Inc. will ensure engagement takes
place to build trusting and transparent
relationships with local communities.
Respectful dialogue with all stakeholders and
listening to feedback will create positive
relationships with those persons and
communities impacted by our exploration
work. A measure of our success in this area
will be when we are welcome participants in
Newfoundland’s development.

Governance
Gold Island Inc board of directors shall conduct business transparently, ethically and with
strong corporate governance. As our organization develops, policies governing and
supporting our ESG practices will evolve and address our ongoing gold exploration work.
Strong corporate governance supports Gold Island’s long-term success, protecting our
stakeholders’ interest and maximizing shareholder value.
Gold island recognizes and attempts to comply with National Instrument 58-101
Disclosure of Corporate Governance Practices which establishes corporate governance
requirements applicable to all public companies..

Health and Safety
Gold Island is committed to providing healthy and safe working conditions above all
other priorities for all employees and contractors.. Our goal is that everyone goes
home safe and well every day and lives a life free from illness caused by workplace
exposures.
Health and safety is everyone’s responsibility, and we all need to look out for one
another’s physical and mental wellbeing. As part of our commitment to health and
safety, all workplaces should be free from the use of alcohol and illegal drugs, and the
misuse of other substances. We must implement risk controls, training, and
leadership to ensure a culture of safe work at all sites at all times
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GI PROPERTIES November 2022

Sufficient exploration work has been
undertaken to relinquish Blizzard, Wild Bight
and Annieopsquotch properties

Exploration Completed
From late 2021 to the end of the 2022 field season;
field work included:
- 17,477 C Horizon soil/till samples
- 40 bulk till samples for gold grain analysis
- 479 rock and channel samples
Other field activities included;
- Surficial geology mapping
- Lidar surveys
- Prospecting and sampling
- Detailed geological mapping
- Ground magnetics-VLF at Burton
- In house gold analysis using detectORE

Rusty weathering roadcut exposure centred on quartz veined dacitic/rhyolitic
section near Brent’s Cove

Total exploration expenditure in Newfoundland in
2021 & 2022 totalled $3,005,000
Burton Prospect veins and associated rusty weathering that marks one of 8the
pyritic zones responsible for high gold grades in historical sampling

GI Properties Ranked
PROPERTY

OVERVIEW

COMMENT

Notre Dame and Burton
claims.

Gold on surface with good grades, limited Rock and channel sample
historic drilling, no till, potential linkage
assays pending
on-strike, Technical report completed

Hampden

Major structure, secondary splays
apparent on magnetics, encouraging soil
geochem, forestry road access

Ming’s Bight

2021 soil sampling on historic Noranda
Further prospecting in 2023
gold anomalies Little till cover, Baie Verte
structure

Hodge

Near Valentine Lake Shear, some soil gold Till sample results from ODM
hits
pending

Till sample results from
Overburden Drilling
Management pending

Notre Dame, Ming’s Bight, Burton Claims
Burton Claims are the location of most
exploration work. Gold Island’s Listing
Property.
The Baie Verte Flexure cuts through
Ming’s and Notre properties and is
key to the prospectivity of this area.
Cape Road showing in Notre is a
candidate for RAB drilling
Ming’s Bight. The 2021 soil sampling
did not replicate several historic
Noranda gold anomalies. Further
work planned for 2023.

Ming’s Bight

Notre Dame
Cape Road
Burton Claims

Burton Prospects

Notre Dame Property

• Highly prospective area close to La Scie
• Comprised of three gold prospects,
highlights include channel samples up to 2
m of 56 g/t Au at the Jonah Prospect
• The Burton prospects represent targets
within the Notre Dame project and were
drilled in 2013 – 2014.
• Jonah prospect drilling highlights include
28.8 m of 0.68 g/t Au
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Burton Prospects
• Extensive rock chip and
channel sampling recently
completed, results pending
• Detailed geological mapping
completed
• Drone magnetics needed to
refine structural
interpretation
• Burton is the best target(s)
for near term drilling

Hampden
Best two C horizon soil/till gold hits to date
First order crustal scale Cabot Fault traces along the
west claim boundary. NE trending splays (flower
structure) clearly seen from airborne magnetics
Till samples at ~1 km centres collected over the entire
property. Samples at ODM for gold grain recovery and
characterization.
Results pending
Drone magnetics needed
Additional claims have been staked on the west and
south margin of the current claim block

Cabot Fault

Hodge
•

Property consists of two discrete claim
blocks

•

Three soil samples with encouraging grades
(>50ppb Au ) require follow up to verify
potential

•

ODM till sampling in November for gold
grain recovery and characterization. Results
pending
New
Claims

Ice Flow
Grand Falls

Ice Flow
Grand Falls
Township

The Plan
The Company has spent $3M on
exploration on its Newfoundland
properties since inception and has
continued to evaluate and define the
most prospective target areas for
further exploration and drilling

Undertake systematic,
iterative exploration

Results from Q4 2022 field programs
are pending and will help guide the
envisaged 2023 exploration program
Continually rank areas on
with the goal of defining additional
the basis of field results
drill targets.
Gold Island is currently private, with
intentions of listing pending
favourabe market and economic
conditions.

Move quickly
to drill testing

Utilize the best techniques

Cost effective
exploration
methodologies

Abandon areas which do
not exhibit potential

Identify most
prospective targets
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Planned Exploration Work
Continued soil, till & channel sampling to further define drill targets
Prospecting and mapping at Hampden
High resolution drone magnetics at Notre Dame and Hampden
Reconnaissance RAB drilling at Hampden
Follow up on till sampling results from Hodge
Core drilling at Burton to test and extend mineralization at Isaiah, Jonah
and Burton prospects
Core drilling at Hampden to follow up RAB results

Deliverable
A gold deposit with Indicated
and Inferred resources.
Which will lead to a corporate
transaction that rewards all
shareholders
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info@goldisland.ca

